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THE WRITERS of these notes have not prepared them for the
pleasure of writing. Living under the dreadful and overpower-mg cloud of the war, they have worked at it berr.u,^ they felt

that a definite gam ,8 to be achieved by stating a few of the inter-related
probkms of the hfe of Canada, and suggesting the application to these ofthe New Method of handling large, complex and stubborn difficulties.

That method is to summon to the assistance of the State men of
affairs, and to require them to place at its disposal, usually in a consulta-

.•rfi.''f
•• ^"*''?^ *".** organizing power which have produced resultsm the business world. In common with the Dominions, the Motherland

has never before felt compelled to exact the greatest efficiency from it.
P^ple; but toKlay the public men of the United Kingdom ^alize thatthe whole energy of the nation must be brought to bear upon the fight,and they are reinforcing the officials who ordinarily administer its affdn^with men of large experience in private enterprise.

n^ Tk
^'^•*^" °' ^''^T^ "^ '^'^P'y penetrated with the conscious-nes^ that this is a struggle for life and death. The continuance of theBritish Empire, that unexampled Commonwealth wherein equal justice

IS done to all men. wherein black and yellow and brown and wh te areequal m the eyes of the law. and wherein mercy and kindliness are themspinng motives of governance, is at stake, and every ounce of ourstrength must be thrown into the war. But without subtracting fromour effort to win we surely can devote some of our time, a portion ofour organizing ability a share of our thoughts, to the wori of prepa^ng

o7the rr H r" '""^^ '''! '^"'* '" ''^^^ "^^ '"^^ '^'^ and infl^c?

luid rof^^^STv^e.^
'°^" ^" ""^ '-''''^-'

^r
^'^ --^

That is the New Method which the writers advocate. The frank

ITZlnZ °.^ "«': «>™P'^t'««. the willingness to legislate for new phasesof national life, should mean a New National Policy. We plead for anew and bold way of handling the new difficulties and of framing anddnvmg forward the new policy.
framing and

C^^ Magrath.
C. F. HAMILTONr





s
OME DAY the war will end. While it continues we must bend everv

energy tu i l)c task of winning it ; but when it ends great problems will

confront u». For those of us who stay at home this is in some respects

a period of rcHection. The need for industry, for production, is great;

but it is an industry of a sort that differs from the deve!<^wnent of the

past few years. For some time we have been providing a national equip-

ment, laying down a plant with which the future productioi: f^f the nation

was to be effected. To-day the war has halted the work of increasing

our population to .eet the full use of it, so that we are occupied in getting

the utmost value from the wheatficlds and the factories of to-day, not in

breaking the farms of to-morrow. When the war ends we must seek to

grow up to our equipment ; but the meantime is a season of pause. Can
we not use this arrest of exploitation to prepare for the future ? Can
we not think over the problems of tu-morrow and prepare to meet
them?

Canada needs people and production more than she ever did before.

She is a country with immense unsettled areas, with a small population,

and with means of communication, machinery of administration, public

works, sufficient for twice her present numbers. To procure that national

equipment she has of late years made capital expenditures and has bor-

rowed great sums. These capital expenditures have been made for a

population much greater than that which she now possesses. To-day, at

the very moment when the laying down of the national plant had about

come to an end, the expenditure due to the war is causing her to add still

more heavily to her financial burden. To bring the tax load down to

normal she needs more people and greater production.

The Need for Agricultural Productioii.

Especially is agricultural production needed. During the past de-

cade or so Canada has shared in a movement which is very widespread

in the world at present: the country has lost heavily to the city, so that

to-day our cities are disproportionately large. It is not good business to

watch all urban growth with jealousy. A country needs industrial

development as well as agricultural production, and the two must be

kept in due proportions. Upper Canada learned that lesson thoroughly

in the mid-years of the nineteenth century. Farming then was the one
occupation of the province, and the towns were but the distributing

points where the farmers sold their produce and bought their imported
goods. In 1857 events occurring outside of British North America cut

the price of wheat in half and the province was hit so hard that it took

years to recuperate; the lesson of the need for diversity of interests was
driven he le, and for nearly half a century Canada has been busy with a
line of development which has been thoroughly necessary, which has
greatly benefited agriculture, and which like everything else has its limi-

tations. While c'.ties and industries are a sheer necessity to us, yet they
must be kept in due relation to the rest of the community, and it is im-

portant to remember that, viewed in the bulk, the grand economic oppor-

tunity of Canada at present and for years to come is and must remain an
agricultural one. For a long time the distinctive part of Canada in the



partnerriilpof the world mutt be the production of food. At herdoor bthe

Brit»h market, and of that market •he by no mean* has yet made full iwe.

Added to thb general conttd^ration is the fact that m our dties unemploy-

ment has begun to rear iu ugly head. Wide •tretches of "<=»» land are

waiting for the ptough. great cfties overseas need *o.**/~;
»"J"»*" J

Canada can find no work to do. It is a state of affairs that calls for ad-

justment and remedy. It is not a state of affair* to be cured by moraUi-

ing or by preaching. It is not wholly a matter of tariffs or of economic

policy in the narrower sense of the term. For a peat many years on this

continent the march of development has been to increase the amenities

of life in the city and to do little for those of the country: it is t«me for a

serious attempt to understand and to handle the problem of 'UfaUife.

for rural development above all rests on making rural life more profitable

and more agreeable.
. , „ . ^

The grand problem of the rural development of Canada falls into a

number of subordinate and co-related problems.

Th« Railway.

The railway is life. On this continent no farming district can hold

its own if it has not railway communication with the markets and «"*«
of population, and our distribution of railway lines has proceeded with

little or no control on the part of the people. We have an enortnous mile-

age in proportion to our population; but the eariier distribution of our

railway lines was governed by the earlier and mistaken view of the eco-

nomics of land transportation. People thought that railway rates were to

be governed by competition alone, and towns and districts fought with

each other to secure rival railways, only to discover that the competitors

did not compete. To the era of competition has succeeded that of regula-

tion; but the fruit of the old method is to be seen in the eccentric and un-

scientific distribution of our branch railways—the lines that serve the

farmers. All over the country, but more especially on the praines, we

see districts which are over-served interspersed with districts which are

under-served.

Methods forecast results, while results indicate methods. A map

hangs in the Railway Committee Room of the House of Commons on

which is marked every railway project which has been chartered by the

Pariiament of Canada. It is a remarkable document, eloquent of the

utter lack of system with which this all-important subject has been

handled. If all the lines which have been authorized were to be built, sOTie

would have to be constructed underground, for only so couW they hnd

space. Still the methods have produced the results, and it is no secret

that the transportation situation in Canada is approaching a very cntiail

stage indeed. It is to be hoped that we shall not stuinble blindly mto

that critical stage, trusting to mere luck to stagger outagain to firm ground.

We know the results we must obtain in transportation if we are to be a

factor in this North American Continent. We are living beside a great

people who do not stop at half measures, and it is with them thatwe must

to a large extent compete in the markets of the world. And the results at
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U not going to be lolvcd by looking at it.

Th* Bii^way.

The railway i. supplemented by the highjjray.
Of^^^J^jl^^^ij^^

to t»an»oort the farmer's pn^duce from his farm to the nearest «»way

iLti^Xn it dc«s to move it from that station to tidewPt*^ Good

ST. mad. areS^ry if the farmer is to sell h»w^^ -^t

[^x'jti^i?e^hrpS2:?HrnS^^^^^^
To^l leXg to a Xket town. Jfd served by motor truclai carrymgK oflrtJo or three tons at eight miles an hour; and on the other the

'.^uch more famiL «:ene of a*neighbourhood P^vided wuh ^ched
^acks over which two horse teams drag one ton loads at two miles an

hour ; and he SSl rSize what a chance the new vchkle offernf ou^^
latioA has the enterprise and the capiul to make the advance. A Good

Ro^sPtolicv—national, provincial and mumapal—a policy that will

d^ophSK to the Joint onlv of meeting the bunness needs of the

figgfs—is an urgent need of the d^.y.

Finandng tii* rmet.

Transportation, by road and by ra is only one a»pect of the far-

mer's oroblem. He needs capital. If the smooth road leads past his

dSJr tSThe Slway station, how h he to procure the motor which wil

SehSTto^nak^f . I'it^of tl. t .-xid? By having so,. ie command of

SSital hSit is he to . . Kure the 'arm machinery, the fertilizers and the

Sher apiTrattis of production ? How is he to manage the draining and

SirchS^he>ure-&ed stock that will increase his profits? Agai"' by

E^me<Siimand of capital. Money, is to be mj^m futwe if he

has swne ready money now. The farmer's finance needs diligent smA

^fT^^Werationrespedally the finance of the new settler on the

^^
o!r banking system must be spoken of with high respect; the prod-

uct of private enterprise, it has grown into a 'f»na^»^"%"«;"'™"»\^
credit and has promoted the industrial development of the country

San^fficiency which merits due praise. But it appears to have onut-

ted to devise some method whereby the pioneer farmer, in his earlier

'yearl of s^SSeSSt. can be suppliS with the cheap
<f
P^ wh«J ^»

cause the most rapki and satisfactory enhancement of production.



This omission is the more to be noted because the history of Canadam no small part has been the devising of machinery whereby new terri-
tory would pass with ever-increasing rapidity from its first state of primi-
tive wilderness to its more or less finished condition of maintaining a
prosperous agricultural community. In the later eighteenth century
the settlers who entered Upper Canada found themselves in a country
which had no means of communication other than water-stretches in-
terrupted by numerous obstructions, and devoid of capital and of social or-
ganization

; It took them some years to avert mere starvation and obtain
a foothold for their wrestle with nature; it cost them additional years
to get the local roads, the canals, and the other means of travel and
carriage; social and administrative organization took time, and the
accumulation of capital was slow. In the twentieth century we apply
to a rven region of virgin prairie an administrative system, a transporta-
tion plant, and other methods of overcoming the early disadvantages of
pioneering, which enable us in Western Canada to accomplish in a very
short time results in the way of si .ement and prosperity which in
Ontario took forty years to achieve. Our apparatus for rapid settlement
and tor the production of early prosperity on the whole is excellent. But
If we survey the field with care we shall conclude that on the whole less
is done for the new settler in the way of finance than in regard to trans-
portation, administration or social organization; that in this respect our
equipment is not as advanced as it might be. New settlers are not people
of wealth; indeed, in the vast majority of cases they are not even com-
fortably off, Farmers and others with reasonable means hive no occa-
sion to become pioneers. Therefore the life of the new settler is a struggle
for several years until, little by little, he builds up a security sufficient
tor the banks. Usually as soon as he gets title to his land he mortgages
It and, m comparison with other occupations, has to pay a high rate of
interest, as well as a bonus by way of trimmings in connection with the
machinery of the loaning system. The general effect is that the farmer
works very hard, and yet does not make in his earlier years of settlement
the rapid progress which the exceptional advantages of the country make
possible when the virgin soil can be attacked with the full energy con-
ferred by modern methods.

It is not contended that all this can be avoided. Cheap money of
course is largely a question of security, and the soundest security is that
built up through thrift and weU ascertained character. It is the thrift per-
sisted in for generations by the land occupiers in Central Europe that hasmade it possible for them in the twentieth century to obtain agricultural
credits at from 4 to 5 per cent. We have in Canada a new population in-
stead of a long-estabhshed one, and we cannot expect to enjoy simultan-
eously the advantages given on the one hand by centuriesof occupancyand
generations of saving; and on the other hand by the fertility of a virgin
soil and the absence of the debts left by bye-gone calamities. Doubtless
there are difficulties in the way of giving very low interest rates to ad-
venturous new-comers whose antecedents cannot be examined, and whose
tendency to frugality is lessened by the very enterprise they have shown
in coming from afar to hazard their fortune in new surroundings. But
there are equally grave difficulties to urge against the remorseless and



indiscriminate charging of very high rates of interest. High rates of
interest, secured by land, cause indiscriminate lending. Western Canada
passed out of the experimental stage several years ago; it now is certain
that it is a great agricultural producer; but it is a "new country," and
has had to pay the penalty of high interest rates. The exacters of these
rates quite overlook the fact that in a fertile prairie country a farm can
be developed in a very few years to a point of production equal to and
even beyond that attained in forty years in the Upper Canada of pre-
Confederation days. Yet all the farmers of Western Canada, thrifty
or reckless, have had to paj' their 8 per cent, their 10 per cent—even
more. The lender omitted to study the borrower's character before
acceding to his application. He forgot to ask if the loan was to be usedm making the farm productive, or if it was to be used for speculation.
The loan company would get its money back with the high interest, or
It would get the land. For a while money was plentiful. Then the loan
companies got the land, in disturbingly large areas. The present
methods of financing the Western farmer, in short, to some extent, en-
courage recklessness, and so tend to the replacing of the individual owner
of a moderate-size farm by the corporation which holds large areas.
This IS not a good state of affairs, for the people, for the Stats, or in
the long run for the finance of the country.

The agricultural credit system^ong term loans—has been developed
to a large degree in Central Europe for the benefit of the farmers. It
is conceded there are difficulties in the way of establishing such a system
in Canada but farming is a business and every business needs money for
Its successful prosecution. The problem of cheap money for the farmers
is as much national as our general banking systen. It therefore seems
that It IS a subject that might very properly be looked at from the national
standpoint.*

Better Mariceting Methods.

The farmer produces food which is consumed, as a rule, at a distance
from the farm. The process of moving it from the field to the table is
devoid of system or control; we have periodical but none the less erratic
glutting of one set of markets and little or no effort to develop others.

* A very interesting and comprehensive report was submitted to the Saskatchewan
Government in the latter part of 1913 by a Commission of its own creation "to enquiremto ways and means for establishing Agricultural Credit." It was found by the Com-
mission that the rate of interest in force in the Province was largely 8 per cent, extendimrup to 10 per cent, and sometimes higher. An estimate given of the indebtedness of tl»
isaskatchewan larmers at that time it probably iaconsiderably higher now—was as foUowi:

Mortgap $65,000,000
rarm Machinery 35 qoo 000
Due on lands, purchases—including other miscellane^

ous debts 50,000,000

$150,000,000
It IS pointed out by the Commission that the agricultural crwiit of that province

IS costing the fanners, at 8 per oent., $12,000,000 annually. Thus a savings ofone oer
cent, would annually mean $1,500,000, while if money could be furnished to them atis
per cent, with 2 per cent, additional for sinking fund, this huge indebtedness could be
paid off in 24 years by paying the then rate of intereat, 8 per cent.

7



The producer seeks the consumer, the consumer applies to the producer,
in a more or less aimless manner, and the twofold result is that the work
is done with unnecessary friction and the distributing agencies take a toll
so unduly large as to provoke the opprobrious epithet of "middlemen."
Farming is a business, and an underlying principle of all business is to
add to the profits by obtaining the last penny both in producing and in
marketing. We must look forward to the framing of plans, at first in a
large and general way, and, after a period of experiment, on closer lines,

which in a couple of decades will give us scientific marketing as well as
scientific transportation and scientific finance. To quote a recent sug-
gestion by an agricultural journal, why should farmers sell their livestock
outright to drovers ? Why should not a new class of drover appear,
placing the farmer's cattle on commission, thus eliminating haggling,
giving the farmer the benefit of the drover's bargains with the buyer, and
establishing on perfectly clear percentage of selling cost for the farmer ?

Here is another question for investigation and study.

The Fanner's Standard of Efficiency.

Let us suppose, next, that our farmer has proper access to a railway
on which reasonable rates are charged; that from his farm to the railway
station and to the local market a highway leads which does not levy an
unfair toll upon his time and his energy and therefore upon the produce of
his labour; that he sells his wares systematically and intelligently, in-
stead of in the haphazard ways now pursued ; that he enjoys the great
advantage of cheap money: will then our problem be solved ? By no
means. The farmer's own standard of efficiency must be raised. A
study of farm production in some of our older provinces makes that quite
clear. Rates of interest on loans can be increased to a point—and prob-
ably 8 per cent, is that point—where the borrower is letter off without
the money. It is equally true that no matter how low the rate is, there
are men who are quite unfitted to make effective use of the loan. Must
the inefficient go to the wall ? Surely that is unsound. Education in
its proper sense has not been tried yet, and the open air and the surround-
ings of farm life do not naturally breed misfits. Another thing must be
borne in mind. To such an extent have the rural communities of older
Ontario been drained—partly by migration to the West, partly by the
rush to the cities—that it is gravely to t)e questioned whether there is

quite enough man-power on the countryside to get full value out of the
land. Many districts in Ontario, long settled, with good soil, and pros-
pering, have fewer than thirty persons to the square mile. To some ex-
tent this difficulty is inevitable at this stage of our development. So
long as farms can be got on the prairie's, and in New Ontario and New
Quebec, for the price paid by the homesteader, so long will it be difficult

to obtain farm labourers: for the man, who likes country life, who under-
stands farming conditions and who has energy and enterprise is almost
certain to make his way to the new regions. It does seem, however, that
the situation will be greatly improved when farmers develop their busi-
ness so as to keep, as far as practicable, help throughout the year. It has
been suggested that farmers should aim at establishing labourers on their



farms by providing small cottages with good sized plots of ground for
garden purposes.

WTiile for this difficulty time must be the main cure, in the meantime
there is much to be done by making farm life more profitable, easier,

and also more attractive from the psychological point of view.
The rural telephone, the smooth highway, the increasing use of the
motor car, the improvement in social amenities which will come with
increased wealth, aM wil! bear their part. The outsider is tempted to
wonder sometimes whether the farmer's wife shares sufficiently in the
labour-saving devices whiv^h are the hope of rural life. Are there many
farms where a windmill pumps the water for the stock in the barn and
the women-folk ply the old-fashioned pump for the water used in the
house ? And again—there is the school. It is hardly too strong to say
that from the foundation of the public school system to very recent times
the whole tendency of the education supplied to the farmer's children has
been to wean them away from their father's occupation. The teaching
given was more immediately useful in commercial pursuits; the tone of
too many. of the text books, probably unconsciously, was patronizing
towards the tiller of the soil. Too often in the past the real purpose of
the rural school has been to afford an opportunity for the brighter pupils to
escape from what all too plainly was regarded as the drudgery of agri-
cultural life. Surely a crying need is to reorganize rural education so
as to inculcate a proper frame of mind in the pupils towards the basic
industry, and also, without neglecting the general cultivation of intelli-

gence, to give a measure of vocational training which will give a founda-
tion for more effective farming.

The Problem <tf Unemployment.

If there is scarcity of labour in the country, there is unemployment in
the cities. It was beginning to show itself before the war; in some cities

the war has intensified it; the conclusion of the war, unless we make our
preparations in time, may see it become very acute. The contrast
emphasizes the absolute necessity of some sound system of distribution
and control of floating labour. In the country's mineral, forest, fisheries,

and industrial development, labour can be employed, in large masses,
throughout the entire year. Seasonal unemployment, which is increasing
in the cities, should be open to some solution as regards these industries.
Agricultural employment is a different matter, as the work slackens
during the winter, though greater attention to the animal industry would
give a more continuous demand for labour throughout the year; in fact,
farmers to be really successful must work to that end. Viewing the
entire field, the conclusion may be hazarded that it is possible to harmonize
to some extent the labour situation in its application to all production.
For example, the large transportation companies find that their success
depends upon their working up return loads, and they bend their energies
to this end; something of the sort can be done with the labour problem.

One facile suggestion, which is often heard, may be looked at criti-

cally. Many people are instant in lu^ng that the surplus labour of the
city be diverted to the country. Farm labour is not unskilled lat)our;



for InotlS.'?^"
P'^*^ °" !^« ^^^ fo*- one thing will be inefficient, andfor another thing will dislike the conditions and the work; and ^alreforms are not to be effected by methods which those mit fntTm^fyconcerned detest. Some of the unemployed in the city are essentlSy

wh'^n hi?^^"?.^'''
unavailable for farming. Some are countr^ menwho have drifted citywards; with them the task of diversion might beessayed. Even »" this case, however, a question is to be askJd. and adec sion made. What do we mean when we talk of placing the^W,le

thetr^r,^' hlr^H
*^ "1,«^" «"f«"'-^P"g them to become firm labo^l^ers!

uL u
'^•'^ed^men ? Or do we contemplate settling them upon the

LT, Jr!.il?'"^*'^'*TL" ^^ r^" ^^^ fi"t- does it not invoK?what

thronlSnnJ' S^"
referred t<^-the necessity of the farmer providing work

IS« ? TK^
year and supplying suitable accommodation for their

mP^ «?!T'
The solution appears to be looked for in the establish-

5^?L inH r"' T*"^"^^' *°u^*'*'^*'
^^"y °^ the best minds in the UnitedSf.1^

Canada seem to be turning. By such exchanges somethingmight be done to adjust the needs of the worker and the r^uirements o1the man who has work to be done.
muuciuchis oi

One exceedingly important agency is now frtely giving its services

'^d^M^T'^ '" TJ^''^ ^'^l^f
•
^"d 't "^'«ht be made usiof to a cS!siderable degree. The charitable organizations of the cities show greatzeal and put forth great efforts, their activities apparently running prbd-

tS^!!^.^ i"^
""^ ascertaining and meeting the wants of unfortunates.

dS £r irnn"^
^^""^*T' "^"^P^'^" ^•t'^'*"* '«^^'"« «"y assembled

of record thfi^nrf
""^'"P'oy'"^".* Question. What renders this lackot record the mor to be regretted is that they are good active workers

s?.5ipH^-^''"°" T^^ ?."' ^°'^^^d *h^* their activities be thoroughlystudied n one centre like Ottawa and that from this study a plan of actionbe developed whereby the greatest efficiency might be obtained in thefuture from such forces. The result of such a study might S a mode!which If adopted in the cities throughout CanadainS yearly e^Ststo assist want, should through uniformity leave statistical materS? ofmuch value m an effort to deal with the unemployment quSti^ We c^out against labourers dri ting into our cities. Unemplo^ent will altaSbe a serious matter until we realize the necessity of eq\mlizinras Ksposs ble our activities throughout the year. For instance if^the larSpubhc improvements-national, provincial and civil-are to continSto be carried on during the summer months, and if the farmersl^keSemploy extra forces during the same season which in the aggregateSSbe very large indeed, what is to become of the labourers so enfagSdSgthe balance of the year ? Either they must be given enoughW^whuf
Tble numU wtST"''

'°
'^""T

'^^"^ '^'?^«^ ^he winter, or a^coLTde !

SL T .r"
be<^o'"e a charge on charitable organizations in ourcities where they naturally collect.

I

The Management of Liquid Labour.

«f ™ ki—™^ ^ '^ ^""^ attempt should be made to hold over some classesof pubhc improvements that might be carried on during the winter,^
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if they incurred some additional cost. Our winter season is in certain
respects a national asset and we should be willing to meet the extra cost
It incurs by giving our people employment as far as possible during the
entire year. *

Anyway, we know we have a very fine class of people voluntarilypvmg their services every winter looking into the wants of our people.By having a model plan worked out for them to follow we would at least
be able to get near the root of this problem. And these organizations
might possibly be developed into agencies, under some government con-
trol, for distributing floating labour. Such a study as suggested might be
carried on by the Labour Department or the Commission of Conserva-
tion. While the activities of those organizations, under existing cir-
cumstances are n'xressary, still charity is but a palliativ*-, dealing with thesymptoms and not with the cause, and our efforts m ,st be directed to-wards rendermg it le^ necessary. We must seek a better adjustment of
social relations, which will decrease unemployment by making better
use of our laL our supply. If Canada had reached ' maximum develop-ment—m other words if this were a finibhed country instead of one mthe making, we might be tempted to conclude that the solution requiredsome legislative control over production, which would turn labour forcesfrom one class of work to another at stated times. But the countrymay be in a stage of development for at least another century. For acentury new people will be coming into the country. It is part of ourduty to insist that they come .n for the most part to go upon the land.Ihus It seems possible to equalize the labour question to a considerable
extent by government effort in works incidental to the purely agricultural
side of the country s production, such as highways into new -emtory andsome preparation of the land in the way of clearing small parcels on each
lot for the use of the settler on his arrival. Outside of our prairie lands
in Western Canada, there is a vast amount of work to be done in preoar-mg the land for cropping. Here we have a class of work which, if system-
atically taken hold of, might absorb a very large force of labourers
every winter. The method of planning such an enterprise of coursewould have to be developed gradually, under mea who have wide experi-ence in the control of floating labour.

Immigration, Labour and Selection.

f 1 • ^^u*?^
°?'' ^^??'Jgration Service, not content with its - ndes for

J»

laying hold of posstole settlers and drawing them into the . iry, has
also Its guarding and preventive aspect; we encourage some ..... discour-

tou^.r^'' l^^f new-comers. The preventive side of the service might
well be extended and Imked to our social service work. One set of men.
stationed along our borders, says who shall and who shall not come into
v.anada and obtain the rights of Canadian citizenship. Another set ofmen, worfang m the cities which too often are the goal of the immierantT ^^^^'^^

'u
^^^^ ««-rowful subject, the growth of the slum, andshould know what elements in the new population furnish the greaternumber of recruits to the unhealthy featu-^ of city life. Why shouldnot the knowledge gained by the social workers be systematically made
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available to the immigration inspectors? Further, we know roughlv
what classes of labour erter the country; we should be able to traoj
movements within as well as across our frontiers, and we should be able
to exercise some influence on migrations of labour. The United States
in 1907 enlarged its immigration service by a department for distributing
incoming labourers throughout the country; and while the expedient
has not proved a panacea, it has its value, and merits our attention.
This year, for example, the Federal Government is undertaking a plan
whereby a corps of harvest labourers, under supervision and accompanied
when necessary by interpreters, will move northwards with the grain
harvest, from the Gulf of Mexico to the international boundary. This
must at any rate take rank as a bold scheme for the handling of one large
example of a strictly seasonal employment, and the project merit- the
study of administrators here.

This is but one plan. Another suggestion may be thrown out;
it must be understood that it is but one of many possible practical things
to be done as parts of a general and comprehensive plan. The province
of Ontario is seriously engaging in the development of its highways.
Would it be possible to turn some of the surplus labour of the country
upon the task of creating a scenic motor highway say from Ottawa to
the Georgian Bay by way of the Algonquin Park, and thence southerly
to Toronto ? Such a public work would serve the temporary puri)ose
of giving employment to men otherwise idle; it would remain as
part of our national plant, as a creator of future prosperity and employ-
ment. At the outset, especially if proper inns, with fishing and shooting
privileges, were provided at suitable intervals, it would attract the Ameri-
can tourist and so would promote a certain amount of money-spending
of benefit to localities at present backward; eventually it would be of
service as a trunk iine in promoting the settlement and development of
the region traversed; for the immediate work the motor leagues might
well be summoned to assist, while the route should be determined by a
man trained alike in engineering and in making use of natural beauty.
Many other routes which could be developed suggest themselves: at the
door of Ottawa, for example, is the Gatineau valley.

A National Employment Convention.

These suggestions, however, are but partial; they touch only the
fringes of the great problem. Great it is, and the very question of who
is to handle it is a problem in itself. Hitherto unemployment has been
regarded as a municipal question, and at periods of stress anxious mayors
and harassed city councils have resorted to a variety of expedients which,
whatever their merits, possess the grand demerit of being unorganized,
unsystematized and depending upon the initiative of unconnected in-
dividuals who may or may not understand the question. Municipal
administrators speedily find their troubles linking them to conditions
in the province, and the provinces soon discover that some phases of
their difficulties require a national solution.

In these circumstances, is not a National Employment Convention
worth considering ? Each government, national, provincial or munici-
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pal, exists mainl>- to carry on its ov;n machine of administration, and
federal ministers, provincial ministers and dty mayors are, every man
of them, immersed in a multitude of details which must be looked after
if the machine is to lie kept running, and which subtract from the time
and energy which can be spared for considering problems so large, so
complicated and in some measure so new as these which we are endeavour-
ing to hint at. A suggestion has been made, and apparently with con-
siderable merit in it, that the Prime Minister of Canada summon to
conference the Premiers of the several provinces, the mayors of the
great cities, some specially skilled administrators of the smaller munici-
palities, the heads of the great lailway systems, the great employers of
floating labour, persons specialty acquainted with the points of view alike
of the farmer and of the working-men—in short, all persons qualified to
discuss the subject. Such a convention might find it profitable to sit
with closed doors, at some of its sessions at least. If such a body of
experts were to reducp the problem to ii;anageable form, and to arrive at
a clear understanding of the methods to be .lursued in grappling with it,

it would be the special business of the political administrators to distribute
the several parts of the task so as on the one hand to see that no portion
of the plan is overlooked, and on the other hand to prevent overlapping.
The government which has the courage to go outside the official political
world, to have recourse to expert knowledge and to the experience and
sagacity of men of large affairs, to obtain a large general policy, should
be rewarded by having the specific measures which it proposes dearly
understood and sympathetically discussed.

Colonizf.tion as well u Lnmicration.

We have been talking in the same breath of unemployment and of
immigration. We have a surplus of certain kinds of labour, and yet we
are anxious to increase our population. That is our national paradox.
We need more farmers, as well as greater effidency on existing farms, and
we must strain every nerve, as of old, to fetch more and more people from
outside to bring our land imder cultivation. Our efforts in the past have
been vigorous, but perhaps, not suffidently discriminating; too many of
the new-comers have gone to t'ue cities and now swell the ranks of the idle.
Our efforts in the future should be just as vigorous, and there is 'peculiar
need for discrimination. We need to develop a system of control of
immigrants after they have arrived.

No matter how favourable the opportunities in the past were at any
time to obtain people, they were as nothing compared to what they may
be in the period following the present war. Churned up by the greatest
catastrophe of the world, and overburdened by taxation, the peoples of
Europe may seek by every means in their power to get away from sur-
roundings that will continue to harrow them. They may anxiously look
forward towards the new world for a fresh start in life. *.id it seems as
if it will be Canada's opportunitv but the movement to be successful
will demand from Canada a d -ided advance on her old way of
of doing thingsr—which war in efiect to turn people adrift through the
country.
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It means a new immigration policy based upon more courageous
lines than in the past; it means a system in which Governments

—

Dommion and Provincial—and corporations, will labour with full
knowledge of each other's plans and in harmony with each other in the
common work; it means the expenditure of large sums of money in
some system of control of the mcoming agriculturists; it means an
effort to obtam from human energy the maximum of efficiency, from
the moment it enters the country, instead of largely the minimum as in
the past. In short, it is a very large and a most important training and
probation question that faces the people of Canada, as it is only through
a reasonably successful solution of this question that it will be possible
for the Dominion to march out into the open again and forge ahead in
the immediate future.

Guiding and Helping the New-Comers.

The problem is two-fold : first, to bring as far as possible a class of
people to our lands who will stay on them and second, to facilitate their
efforts in rapidly making the lands productive. The diversified nature
of Canada, the character of lands for settlement, the peculiarities of the
soil, moisture, markets and other conditions present so many phases
that It seems more might be done to guide the new-comer as to the
agricultural activities best suited in his particular case.

Furthermore, is it too theoretical to attempt to define some units of
energy? Units that will accomplish certain amounts of agricultural
development in the different classes ? In other words, could not more
be done to outline for specified districts of the country, the farming activi-
ties as well as the combination of energy, human and animal, with machin-
ery, that should yield the best results to the settler ?

While each province has its own Department of Agriculture, still
It does not follow that there is always a marked difference in conditions
affecting agriculture as between some of our Provinces. However, as
the country is so large, the immigration scheme might be made up of
units representing the various provinces, thereby correspondhig with
the several Departments interested in the agriculturist.

For the purpose of illuminating this discussion, let us take one of
these units, the Province of Alberta. For a number of years the Govern-
ment gave 160 acres of free land to homesteaders. Then at a later date,
in a large section of the country, there was given an additional 160 acres
at S3 per acre, it being argued that the 160 acres homestead was not
sufficient for one family. There is no clear evidence that this statement
was correct. I places it is true a family might have difficulty in making
a living on less tnan 320 acres; but as a general statement covering a large
area of country it does not seem sound. There is this aspect of the policy

:

what was the use in giving a man control of 320 acres with no provision
to render him the financial assistance to farm it ? There is room for the
contention that a preferable policy would have concentrated the activi-
ties of the settler on his homestead of 160 acres by endeavouring to dev^p
some plan of financial assistance.
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Financial Support yarsuf Larga Homefteadt.

For instance, tlie Government of the United Kingdom lias in recent
years provided vast sums of money which have been lent by the Irish
Land Commission at low rates of interest to tenant farmers in order to
give them full control—ownership—of the property they occupy. Why
should something similar not be adopted in Alberta—the unit under
consideration? Suppose for instance that the homestead law were
revised so as to give only 80 acres of free land, but to give the settler an
option to purchase the adjoining SO acres at say $3 per acre, so that he
would thereby control 160 acres as was the case for several year*. Would
such a policy be worthy of consideration ?

If the Province of Alberta owned its natural resources in normal
times It could secure capital to assitit these new-comers, but some arrange-
ment should be possible between the Dominion and the Provinaal
Governments whereby there could be accomplished something similar to
what the Ontario Government is doing in finding money in vast sums for
hydro-electric development in that Province.*

•It J^**"™'"8
to the general question of new people for Canada, there

will have to be some control of them in the first two or three years. It is
something that has never been successfully worked out. It involves the
pnnciple of the tenant. It might work out into a plan of large farra««
centrally situated within areas available for settlement from which the
new people after one year's training would pass out to their land of
which a portion, say twenty acres, had been broken and seeded for them;
and would mi.ke their earlier efforts at settlement under some method
of inspection. It is at once conceded that anything of this sort would
be a very difficult problem to deal with; but it is well worth the closest
consideration, as Europe has never heretofore presented a similar chance
to obtain people. It appears to be the great opportunity for Canada,
and to take full advantage of it we must break new ground in so far as
methods are concerned.

The ordinary observer will probably say it is far too visionary to be
practicable; but the country's needs demand some extraordinary method
which the extraordinary situation in Europe will offer and which our
own local conditions necessitate; it is an occasion in the life of a young
country which it must take a long jump to accomplish something big.

Fertilize the PubUc Service.

In the preceding pageswe have glanced at a great variety of problems,
separate yet interrelated. We have a national equipment sufficient

• In order to make the suggestion quite clear, suppose there was made available onan average »4,000.000 yearly for a period of ten years to be loaned to the new settlerswho were taking up 80 acres of homestead. These settlers would be called upon at a
later period to pay $3 per acre for the other 80 acres; the rate of interest to be that which
u

,'^'J;'<^"'"]ent,na3 to pay, and the amount of the loan not to exceed, say, $1,000;
the lands sold at $3 per acre to create a fund, against which any losses might be charged;
and any balance to be available for the necessary expenses connected with the control
oi settlers, such asdose supervision. In the foregoing theamounts have not been seriously
thought out; they are merely presented to make clear the suggestion. .
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for fifteen or twenty millions of people and able to handle several time*
our present production; it is our task at once to increase the population,
to enhance the productiveness of the population we already possess, and
to effect a better distribution of our population ; it is a task which ranges
from the rapid development of new communities to the improvement of
living conditions in long-settled districts. Abounding in novel elements,
demanding fertility of resource and wide experience ofbusiness, involving
the need for grave decisions involving high responsibility, the problem can
be successfully handled only by going outside the formal administrative
services. The civil service can furnish good administration in detail;
for the unprecedented combinations and new departures which are here
suggested something more is required. The civil servant, working under
a Minister who is subject to the exigencies of political life, cannot be
expected to take the measures necessary; he may indeed conceive them,
but it is one thing to conceive a plan and another thing to procure its
adoption.

What is needed is the fertilizing of the public service by requisition-
ing the services of men of large experience in the business worid. The
solution of every problem is through the application of Euclid's prin-
ciples. And every group of men engaged in studying a public question,
no matter how efficient when they took up the subject, must leave it
better equipped for such work. This terrible war has brought public
men_ to realize the soundness of calling in men of large af^irs when
dealing with momentous issues.

There is a tendency to decry the work of Commissions. The fault,
if there is fault, is in *he selection of men who are either unfitted for
the task or who belong to a class only willing to lend their names
and not their brains. This country has done a good deal for certain
men and it is time for some of them to do something for the country.
No business can succeed that does not promptly adjust itself to the
new conditions that are continually arising. And here is one of the diffi-

culties of a purely Governro- tal organization in charge of development
work. A policy is laid down and it becomes political sacrilege to suggest
change. Here is one of the places where an advisory Committee of suc-
cessful men who have got the habit of doing big things in a big way would
be of decided advantage by being attached to such a service, as for in-
stance the immigration and colonization work of the country.

A National Inventory.

We know that the machinery of the world is being violently wrenched
as never before. We know that we must pass into a new era after the
war. While we can see through the glass but darkly, so darkly in fact
that all our energies must be thrown into this calamitous war, still that
should not prevent us from taking an inventory and getting the house
in order. We should know what we wish and need to accomplish both now
and after the war. A programme for the years following the treaty fo
peace is set forth in the cover of this pamphlet. Then why should we
not be using the present time to study out our larger problems and then
get ready to move promptly and eFectually the moment the war is
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over ? We therefore hold that theie interwoven public problemt which
we have sought to indicate should be atUcked without further low of
time. They should be turned over, threshed out, to see if the policies
controlling them are sound, even under existing conditions, and to ascer-
tain how these policies might be improved.

If our contention is correct does it not follow that some machinery
should be set in motion to carrj- on the necessary investigations ? And
the burden of these notes is the need for the collection of facts involved
m our problems of development, by summoning Conunittees to co-operate
in an advisory capacitv with the public Deparun«>nts which deal with
such problems, drawn from men with driving force in our country, who
would have no administrative duties, but would outline general policies
and indicate lines of progress.

Th« PropoMd Syttem at Work.

It is tempting to pursue this subject a little further. For instance,m framm^ a new immigration policy—something that should have a
great bearing on the future of the country—suppose a Committee were
formed upon which each Province and every corporation having lands
available for settlement would be represented and an executive appointed
of, say, three men of affairs who would give a large portion of their time
to the work. It is our contention that such work should not be wholly
left in the hands of departmental officers to manage. They are largely
controlled by rules and regulations, and no great work am be followed
and developed under fixed departmental rules. An executive of three
men from the outside would do much to vitalize the service and would
give the departmental officers that support so necessary in vigorously
pushing fOTward an entirely new venture, which doubtless would present
many and serious difficulties.

The first step it would appear would be to form a small secretarial
staff, which doubtless could largely be furnished by the immigration
service of the Dominion Government. Then there should be a searching
out for ideas and for facts bearing on the subject; then a classification
of these for consideration by the laiger organization when the time
came for the sifting out process to b^n.

Properly to round off an investigation leading to a determination
of a general plan, so as to deal with the settlement of Canada in the
broadest possible way, there should be some fairly complete resume of
the movements of people into this country from the earliest period up
to date, and the character of the different activities, which brought about
the various movements. The growth of Canada by immigration exhibits
so many phases—the colonization under the French r^me, the entry
of the United Empire Loyalists, the episode of the Selkirk settlement,
the work of the Canada Company—and her internal migrations, such
as the settlement of the prairies by the people of Eastern Canada, have
had so important a bearing upon her history, that there is urgent need
for a careful statement of the whole case.
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Tht OatlMrliig of lafonnatloii.

Again, the whole question of land aettlement calls for the interplay
of many considerations and the use of information drawn from many
sourws. All the provinces having lands available for settlement,
all the railway systems, land corporations, loan companies and other
bodies with land for sale, should furnish maps and other information,
so that a coherent and comprehensive account of our available land could
be prepared. This represents the foundation work. In the three prairie
provmces further steps which might be considered are:

(a) The selection of, say, live tracts consisting of four townships,
adjoming each other m the Provinces of Saskatchewan and Albef ^.

and two townships in the Province of Manitoba. These tracts to b
scattered throughout the settled portions of these provinces, and detailed
examinations made by oflficers of the Department of the Interior, with
the object of determining;

(1) Average yearly acreage brought under cultivation during
the first five years of occupancy.

(2) Financial and other conditions under which they started
operations on the land.

(3) Percentage of occupied area now under cultivation.
(4) What additional area they consider they world now be

be cultivating if conditions had been more satisfactory and if starting
oyer again what conditions they would regard as the most favour-
able.

(5) Percentage of total area in each tract that is flow under
cultivation.

(b) '\*"ne"' organizations to be canvassed as to views—apart
from tariff issues—regarding assistance to farme-s now on western lands,
so as to obtain the greatest efficiency as well as to views regarding policy
for dealing with new settlers hereafter.

(c) Maps prepared by officials of the Department of the Interior
showing lands occupied within eight miles of railways in the three western
Provinces, with -statement of total area occupied, cultivated, and produc-
tion, as far as it is practicable to cbuin same.

(d) Maps prepared by officials of the Department of the interior
showing lands outside of the eight mile railway belt in said Pro^'in< es
with statement of total area occupied, cultivated, and production, as
far as It is practicable to obtain same.

The foregoing are merely suggestions as indicating the line of in-
vestigation rather than an attempt to lay down any definite plan. Em-
phasis has been laid on the need of improvement in older Canada. Toomany townships in the eastern provinces have gone back in recent years.
Here there seems room for an agricultural survey. Farmers' sons who
are students at Agricultural Colleges might profitablv be employed in
stating and analyzing the facts regarding selected areas, and seeking to
deduce the general policy best suited in the circumstances of these areas.

* o be more explicit: It seems as if we deal too much in generalities.
In the education of the youth of the country we try to reach each in-
dividual. The successful teacher first tries to find out the equipment,
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brauM and tempenunent of each youth and then builcb aococdinsly.
Let w Mippow that theie were gathered tutktica by competent
men in lome particular township clearly getting out what each form ia
<»|Mble of produdng. what the occupant haa been doing and what hi*
limitations are. Let us suppose next that this material wcte placed in
the hands of a smaU group of specialists aW'^ to indicate the best markets
for that locality. Surely such a body should be able to lay do- n a line
of activities for that farmer that should give him the greatest results.
Of caune we will be told it b contrary to the spirit of our people to be
dictated to; but our people are reasonably sensible and wiUobject less
to bein^i told what can be done on their own land with their own resourees
than to being shown experimental farms operated with Government
funds--which, by the way, are of great service to the country—and told
to do likewise.

An iBVMtBMBt and aa Opportunity.

To develop a country needs both money and efficient energy. Wemay be told that Cuiada has reached a point where she must be cautious
in her public expenditure. That is very true; but our obligations will
demand greater production and if the stimulation of agricultural pro-
duction requires expenditures of considerable sums of money, it looks
as If we must be prepared to put into effect any aggressive policy that
has been carefully worked out and which gives every evidence of eariy
returns to the Country.

Such are some of the possible steps to be taken. Thto sketoh givessome Idea of the vastness and the complexity of the great problem of
Canada: of the number of questions, each a full occupation for many
able men, which must be studied in relation to each other. These lines
are a call to action, a call to investigation above all a call to thought.
Our political discussions too long have .oceeded on lines that suited
our fathers but which are now talked out. Let the Canadians of 1W5
!? D . . ..^"^t"" *P«?** problems as earnestly and as clearly as the men
of British North Amenca grappled with their difficulties in the years
that issued m Confederation. Ut our wealthy men give to the land that
enndied them their service of their knowledge, their executive ability
and their driving power. Let the great mass to whom is assigned the
lot for which Agiir prayed—"Give me neither poverty nor riches"—
uhow that tru«Mt loyalty, the readiness to think about their country's
problems. It » man s work, the carving out of Canada's future. Itdemands the full power of our minds, the full strength of our wills.
Let us begin now.
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